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ABSTRACT
This paper examines whether Asian stock prices fo r 9 countries are trend stationary or follow a random walk
process using the Zivot and Andrews (1992), Lumsdaine and Papell (1997) tests and monthly data (1987:122005:12). With one structural break test results provide evidence in favour o f random walk hypothesis in 6
countries. Moreover, when two endogenously-determined structural breaks are considered, this hypothesis was
rejected fo r the same 3 countries, suggesting a robust conclusion regarding the non-stationarity o f stock prices
world wide. In addition, the dates o f structural break in most cases point to the Asian crisis in the period 1996-1998.
Key Words: Structural Break, Random Walk, Asian Stock Market
1.

Introduction

Vibrant stock markets are important to promote economic growth. The essential function o f stock markets is to
allocate funds from savers to investors, leading to more efficient allocation o f resources and economic prosperity.
However, stock markets can trouble the economy as a whole too. Previous studies in financial literature found that
an inefficient market cannot serve the economy as much as an efficient market (Ma, 2004). Therefore, the efficient
market hypothesis has been widely investigated in numerous financial studies. There are several approaches to
testing the efficiency o f stock markets. However, the random walk hypothesis has been broadly used by a large
number o f financial analysts.
The issue o f whether stock prices can be characterized as random walk or trend stationary process has been
widely investigated. If stock prices follow a random walk process, any shocks to stock prices will be permanent and
future returns cannot be forecasted by using information on historical prices. Nevertheless, if stock prices follow a
trend stationary process, the price level returns will revert to its trend path over time and future returns can be
predicted by using historical prices (Chaudhuri and Wu, 2003). The term random walk describes the movements of
stock prices cannot be predicted because they can change without frontier in the long run. Although the subject of
random walk in stock prices has been studied before, however, there is no consensus among analysts due to the
inconclusive results in the literature.
Fama (1970) and Fama and French (1988) first found that the US stock prices are trend stationary. In addition,
using variance ratio tests, Lo and MacKinlay (1988) and Poterba and Summers (1988) also offered some evidences
o f trend stationary in the US stock prices. On the other hand, more recently Kim, Nelson and Startz (1991) and
McQueen (1992) demonstrated that the results o f trend stationary in US stock prices are not robust to outliers or
alternative distributional assumptions. A number of studies have also investigated the trend stationary property for
international stock prices. However, evidence o f random walk or trend stationary process in stock prices is quite
mixed (Urrutia, 1995; Zhen, 1998; Malliaropulos and Priestley, 1999; Balvers, Wu and Gilliland, 2000).
The issue of structural breaks in macroeconomic time series has been subject to an extensive investigation.
Structural breaks manifest themselves in the time series data for a number o f reasons for instance economic crises,
policy changes and regime shifts. Perron (1989) argued that if structural breaks are not dealt with appropriately, one
may obtain spurious results. However, there are few studies which have incorporated structural breaks in testing for
unit roots in stock prices. Chaudhuri and W u (2003) employed one structural break proposed by Zivot and Andrews
1
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(1992), hereafter ZA, to test the random walk hypothesis in stock prices o f 17 emerging markets. They found
evidence o f trend stationary for ten out o f eighteen stock markets. Narayan and Smyth (2005) investigated the
existence of random walk for OECD countries using the ZA test. Similar to the present study, their findings also
provided strong support for the random walk hypothesis.
The major objective o f this paper is to investigate the random walk hypothesis in Asian stock prices o f 9
countries for which we could obtain consistent and comparable time series data. We first begin with the
conventional unit root tests which do not consider any structural breaks in the data, i.e. the Augmented DickeyFuller (ADF) and Phillips-Perron (PP) tests. W e then employ more relevant unit root tests which allow one
structural break, ZA test, and two structural breaks (Lumsdaine and Papell, 1997, hereafter LP) to examine the
significance o f structural breaks. These two tests will empirically determine the most significant structural break in
the data.
The remainder o f the paper is structured as follows. The next section discusses briefly the empirical
methodology utilized in the analysis. Then we describe the summary statistics o f the data employed in section 3.
Section 4 presents the empirical econometric results as well as policy implications o f the study. The paper ends with
some concluding remarks.
2.

Methodology

We perform the ADF unit root test to examine the time series properties o f the data without allowing for any
structural breaks. The ADF test (Dickey and Fuller, 1979) is conducted using the following equation:
k

Ay t = /u + /3t + a y ti + ^ c A y t_. + s t

( 1)

1=1

where y, denotes the time series being tested, A is the first different operator, t is a time trend term, k denotes the
number o f lagged terms and s is a white noise disturbance term. In this paper, the lowest value o f the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC) has been used as a guide to determine the optimal lag in the ADF regression. These lags
augment the ADF regression to ensure that the error is white noise and free o f serial correlation.
In addition, the PP test proposed by Phillips and Perron (1988) has been used as an alternative nonparametric
model o f controlling for serial correlation when testing for a unit root. By using the PP test, one can ensure that the
higher order serial correlations in the ADF equation have been handled properly. In other words, the ADF test
corrects for higher order autocorrelation by including lagged differenced terms on the right-hand side o f the ADF
equation, whereas the PP test corrects the ADF t-statistic by removing the serial correlation in it. This nonparametric
correlation uses the Newey-W est heteroscedasticity autocorrelation consistent estimate and is robust to
heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation o f unknown form.
An important shortcoming associated with the ADF and PP tests is that they do not allow for the effect of
structural breaks. Perron (1989) argued that if a structural break in a series is ignored, unit root tests can erroneous in
rejecting null hypothesis. Perron (1989) proposed models which allow for one-time structural break in Equation (1).
Moreover, ZA (1992) have developed methods to endogenously search for a structural break in the data. We
employed model C which allows for a structural break in both the intercept and slope in the following equation:
k

h y t = ji + p t + 0D U I + yD T + a y rI + ^ c.Ay t_. + e

(2)

»=1

where D U t =1 if t > TB , otherwise zero; TB denotes the time o f break, DTt = t - T B if t > T B , otherwise zero.
As Ben-David, Lumsdaine and Papell (2003) argued, if there are two structural breaks in the deterministic
trend, then unit root tests with one structural break will also lead to a misleading conclusion. LP (1997) argued that
unit root test that account for two structural breaks is more powerful than those, which only accommodate for one
structural break. They introduced a new procedure to capture two structural breaks as an extension of model C by
including two endogenous breaks in Equation (1). Consequently, model CC can be represented as follows:
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c. Ayt . +

where D U ll = 1 if t > T B \ , otherwise zero; D U 2 t = 1 if t > T B 2 ,

(3)
otherwise zero; D T li = t - T B l if t > T B \ ,

otherwise zero; D T 2 t = t - TB2 if t > TB2 , otherwise zero.
Two dummy variables (i.e. DU l , and DU2,) are indicators for structural breaks in the intercept at TB1 and 7182,
respectively. However, the other dummy variables (i.e. D T lt and DT2,) are indicators for structural breaks in trend at
7181 and TB2, respectively. Following Hall (1994), we set kmax = 12 in the test procedure. The “trimming region”, in
which we have searched for 7181 and 782 cover the 0.157-0.857period. We have selected the break points (781 and
782) based on the minimum value o f the t statistic for a.
3.

The Data

Sample data included-in this paper are stock prices from the following 9 countries: Hong Kong (HK), Indonesia
(IN), Japan (JA), Korea (KO), Malaysia (MA), the Philippines (PH), Singapore (SG), Taiwan (TA) and Thailand
(TH). Three of these markets are categorized as developed market (e.g. Hong Kong, Japan and Singapore) and the
remainder is regard as emerging market. Monthly data span from December 1987 to December 2005 with a base
value o f 100 in December 1987, which different base year has been modified accordingly. All stock indices were
obtained from Morgan Stanley Capital International.

Table 1. Descriptions of the data employed, December 1987-December 2005
Standard
JarqueVariable
Mean
Skewness
Kurtosis
deviation
Bera

/ 7-value

A In P ‘m = A in P'

0.008

0.077

-0.203

5.290

48.907

0 .0 0 0

A In PI m = A in P~
t

0.005

0.145

0.415

7.320

174.181

0 .0 0 0

Ain Pt JA = Ain 8 t 3

0 .0 0 0 1

0.066

0.077

3.437

1.944

0.378

Ain P*° = A in P*

0.005

0 .1 1 1

0.306

5.914

79.815

0 .0 0 0

Ain 8 “ = Ain P"

0.004

0.091

- 0 .2 0 0

6.731

126.730

0 .0 0 0

Ain P m = A ln T f

0 .0 0 2

0.095

- 0 .0 2 1

4.744

27.405

0 .0 0 0

A ln /f ° = A ln.P 7

0.006

0.071

-0.502

5.365

59.702

0 .0 0 0

A ln 8 ” = A ln T f

0.004

0.113

-0.034

4.179

12.556

0 .0 0 2

A in P™ = A l n / f

0.003

0.119

-0.394

4.802

34.804

0 .0 0 0

Source: Morgan Stanley Capital International, http,7/www.msci.com/eauitv/index2.html.

Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics o f the data. Sample means, medians, maximums, minimums, standard
deviations, skewness, kurtosis as well as the Jarque-Bera statistics and />-values are presented. The highest mean
return is 0.008 per cent in Hong Kong and the lowest is 0.0001 per cent in Japan. The standard deviations range
from 0.066 per cent (the least volatile) to 0.145 per cent (the most volatile). The standard deviations o f stock returns
are lowest in developed economies (i.e. Japan and Singapore), and the most volatile in Indonesia, Thailand and
Taiwan. All monthly stock returns, In(8 / 8 M), have excess kurtosis which means that they have a thicker tail and a
higher peak than a normal distribution. The calculated Jarque-Bera statistics and corresponding p-values are used to
test for the normality assumption. Base on the Jarque-Bera statistics and / 7-values, this assumption is rejected at any
conventional level o f significance for all stock returns, with the only one exceptions being the monthly stock returns
in Japan.
3
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As mentioned earlier, we first used the ADF and PP tests to determine the order o f integration o f the 9 Asian
stock prices studied in this paper. The lowest value o f the AIC has been used to determine the optimal lag length in
the estimation procedure. These lags augment the relevant ADF regressions to ensure the error term is white noise
and free o f any serial correlation. Based on the results o f the unit root tests presented in Table 2, the ADF and PP
tests reject the random walk hypothesis for stock prices in Taiwan at the 5 and 1 per cent, respectively. However, for
all other countries both unit root tests cannot reject the random walk hypothesis. We thus concluded that almost all
stock prices employed in this paper are 1( 1 ), in other words, they follow a random walk.
In the second stage, we subject each variable to one and two structural breaks. For each series, we then
estimated model C and reported the results in Table 3. As mentioned earlier, the ADF and PP test results reveal that
most stock prices examined in this paper followed a random walk, whereas the results o f the ZA test show that stock
prices for 3 countries (i.e. Indonesia, Korea and Malaysia) are now stationary. The remaining 6 countries still
contain a unit root in the data. The estimated coefficients /u and 0 are statistically significant for all variables, thus at
least there has been one structural break in the intercept during the sample period for all stock prices. The estimated
coefficients for P and y are statistically significant in 4 out of 9 countries, implying the stock price series exhibit an
upward or downward trend and there exist at least one structural break in trend in these 4 countries.
The reported TBs are endogenously determined in the ZA test and presented in the second column o f Table 3. It
is not surprising to note that most important structural break in these stock prices occurred in the Asian crisis period
1996-1998, see TBs for Hong Kong, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand.
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k

=5 +Pi + ay,., +X cAy,-, +e,
ADF test
Constant and
Optimal lag
trend

PP test
Constant and
Bandwidth
trend

-2.086

0

-2.050

8

A In 5™ = A ln 5 ‘

-14.003“ *

0

-14.001” *

11

In Pt a = In 5t 2

-3.350*

8

-2.595

5

A In P'N = A In 5 2

-10.271***

1

-12.274***

3

In P Jt A = In 5 3

-2.188

0

-2.387

3

A In 5 "14 = A In 5 3

-14.151***

0

-14.151*”

1

In Pt K0 = In 5t 4

- 1.668

0

-1.744

1

A in 5I “ = A In 5t 4

-14.103***

0

-14.103***

4

In 5 “ = l n 5 5

-3.053

9

-2.332

4

Ain 5 “ = Ain P 5

-3.862”

10

-12.440***

0

In Pt PH = In 5t 6

-2.099

1

-2.006

2

A in Pm
= A in Pt 6
t

-11.696***

0

-11.700***

3

-2.537

0

-2.552

1

A ln 5 S0 = A lnT f

-14.393***

0

-14.393*’*

1

In 5 “ = In 5 s

-3.759“

1

-4.068***

5

AlnTf* = A lnT f

-13.130***

0

-13.145***

2

In P™ = ln i f

-2.372

12

-2.046

5

A in /;77' = A l n 5 9

a rsr***
-4.656

6

-14.169***

7

S'

In P HK = In 5 1

C2
II
S'

Variable

Notes: (a) Data employed covering the period December 1987-December 2005. (b) *, * and
**’ indicates that the corresponding null hypothesis is rejected at the 10, 5 and 1 per cent
significance level, respectively.
Table 4 presents the results of the LP test allowing for the two most significant structural breaks. The results
show that stock prices for 3 countries (i.e. Indonesia, Korea and Malaysia) still stationary. The estimated coefficients
for 0, y co and y/ are significant for stock prices o f Hong Kong, the Philippines and Thailand, indicating that
structural changes at TB 1 and TB2 have impacted on both the intercept and trend. In the case o f Indonesia, Japan and
Singapore, while y, co and if/are significant, 0 is not, suggesting that the second structural break occurred at TB2 for
these stock prices have affected both the intercept and slope but the first one exerted a significant change in trend
only. Finally based on the magnitudes o f t-ratios for 0, y, co and y/, while the first structural break in Korea shifted
both the intercept and slope, the second one had no significant effect. On the other hand, the second structural break
in Taiwan changed both the intercept and trend whereas the first one had no significant effect. Figure 1 shows the
log and the monthly return o f each o f the 9 Asian stock prices employed as well as their corresponding structural
breaks~the thick dashed line denotes TB for the ZA test and the solid and thin dashed lines are used to show TB 1
and TB2 in the LP test, respectively. The TB Is and 7152s are presented in the second and third column o f Table 4.
The results are quite consistent in identifying structural breaks in most stock prices. TB in the ZA test is the same as
that o f either 751 or 752 in the LP test for 5 countries (i.e. Hong Kong, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia and Singapore).
5
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Table 3. The Zivot and Andrews test results: Break in both intercept and trend
k

AT, = p + fit + 9D U i + y D T + ay,_t + ^ c.Ay(_. + et
Variable

TB

II
5“
-1"®.

S

9
k
a
Inference
M
r
P
0 .0 0 2
0.652
0.074
- 0 .0 0 2
0.144
1993:01
ii
Random walk
(4.090)*“
(2.478)*’
(2.320)**
(-2.455)**
(-4.128)
0.831
0.0003
-0.258
0.001
-0.137
In i f = In P 2
1997:08
8
Stationary
(5.765)**’
(0.708)
(-4.835)*“
(1.205)
(-5.695)***
0.623
-0.0003
0 .0 0 2
-0.068
-0.132
In i f = In Pt5
2002:06
9
Random walk
(4.069)***
(-2.228)**
(-2.565)*’
(2.990)***
(-4.089)
1.004
- 0 .0 0 0 2
-0.160
0.003
- 0 .2 0 0
In i f 0 = In Pt4 1997:09
9
Stationary
(- 5 .4 4 4 )**
(5.425)’’*
(-0.530)
(-3.906)’**
(4.267)***
0.883
0 .0 0 2
-0.234
-0.001
-0.185
In i f = In i f
1997:07
9
Stationary
(6.774)***
(5.095)’’*
(- 6 . 1 2 1 )***
(-2.492)’*
(-6.719)***
0.440
0.001
0.073
- 0 .0 0 2
-0.090
In PIPH = In Pt6 1993:07
12
Random walk
(3.426)***
(1.237)
(1.892)’
(-2.163)**
(-3.468)
0.572
0.001
-0.075
-0.001
-0.119
In i f = In f
1997:03
7
Random walk
(3.781)’**
(2.976)*“
(-2.089)’’
(-3.081)*’’
(-3.714)
0.885
- 0 .0 0 2
0.001
0.109
-0.150
In PT
1993:10
9
Random walk
I A = In i >t8
(4.019)***
(-2.045)**
(2.844)***
(1.570)
(-4.102)
0.420
0.001
-0.170
-0.0001
-0.078
In PT
1996:10
12
Random walk
I H = In Pt5
(3.788)“ *
(1.339)
(-0.071)
(-3.574)
(-3.659)*”
Notes: (a) Data employed covering the period December 1987-December 2005. (b) ,
and
indicates that the
corresponding null hypothesis is rejected at the 10, 5 and 1 per cent significance level, respectively, (c) Critical values at the
10, 5, and 1 per cent for the ZA test are -4.82, -5.08 and -5.57, respectively (Zivot and Andrews, 1992).
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Table 4. The Lumsdaine and Papell test results: Break in both intercept and trend
k

Ay, —fi + fit + 0 D U ll + y D T \f + coDU2t + if/DT2t + ctyi x + ' ^ Jc.Ayl . + El
Variable

TB1

In P HK = ln P'

1

In P m = In P 2

1997:10
1997:08

TB2
2002:05
2003:02

In PJA = In P 3
1
1

1993:03

2002:06

In p/ “ = In PI4

1993:11

1997:10

In P “ = In P 3

1993:07

1997:08

In PiPH = In Pl6

1995:11

2002:06

In PIsa = In PI7

1997:06

2002:06

In P ” = In P 8

1990:02

2000:09

In P™ = In P'‘

1993:10

2000:05

1.159
(5.822)*’*
1.186
(6.685)***
0.990
(5.222)“ *
L818.,
(6.905)***
1.227
(7.375)
1.033
(5.263)***
1.169
(5.375)***
1.078
(5.080)***
0.801
,_ , , _. ***
(5.118)

JL
0.004
(5.468)***
0 .0 0 1

(1.479)
- 0 .0 0 2
(3.326)“ *
-0.003
(-3.442)"’
0 .0 0 2

(2.794)’’’
0.004
(4.471)***
0.003
(4.498)***
0.014
(2.731)***
0 .0 0 1

(1.295)

JL

0.248
(2.208)*’
0.045
(0.300)
-0.018
(-0.521)
0.093
(0.815)
0.154
(1.903)’
0.918
(4.760)***
0.143
(1.648)
0.076
(0.719)
0.538
(4.149)***

-0.003
(-3.410)“ ’
-0.003
(-2.181)’’
0 .0 0 2

(2.438)**
0 .0 0 1

(0.816)
- 0 .0 0 1
(-0.922)
-0.009
(-4.895)” *
- 0 .0 0 2
(-2.957)**’
-0.013
(-2.513)**
-0.006
(-3.733)***

co
-0.527
(-2.527)**
-0.967
(-1.848)*
-0.768
(-4.141)***
-0.983
(-5.797)***
-0.291
(-3.069)***
-1.465
(-4.456)” *
-0.654
(-3.141)’**
- 0 .1 2 2
(-0.933)
-1.165
(-4.696)***
-

Inference

¥
0 .0 0 2

(2.087)*
0.006
(2.132)"
0.004
(4.140)*“
0.006
(4.568)***
0 .0 0 0 1

(0.187)
0.008
(4.561)**’
0.003
(2.891)***
- 0 .0 0 0 2
(-0.312)
0.007
( 4 .7 4 9 )***

-0.258
(-5.757)
-0.199
(-6.609)’
-0.197
(-5.275)
-0.343
(-7.027)’’
-0.252
(-7.406)*“
-0.225
(-5.180)
-0.244
(-5.292)
-0.230
(-5.933)
-0.153
(-5.099)

10

Random walk
Stationary
Random walk

11

Stationary

12

Stationary

12

Random walk

12

Random walk

9

Random walk

12

Random walk

is rejected at
the 10, 5 and 1 per cent significance level, respectively, (c) Critical values at the 10, 5, and 1 per cent for the LP test are -6.49, -6.82 and -7.34 , respectively
(Lumsdaine
and
Papell,
1997).
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Figure 1. Plot o f stock price indices
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Table 5. Comparing the time o f structural breaks for the Zivot and Andrews test and Lumsdaine and Papell test results
Zivot and Andrews test

Variable
TB

Possible causes for TBs

Lumsdaine and Papell test
TBl

Possible causes for TB Is

TB l

Possible causes for TB2&

= In P 1

1997:08

- Asian crisis

1997:10

- Asian crisis

2002:05

- Global recession 2000-2002

iIn Pnw = In P 2

1997:08

- Asian crisis

1997:08

- Asian crisis

2003:02

- Domestic event

In PJA = In P 3
< r\AO
In P = In P*

2001:06

- Global recession 2000-2002

1993:03

- Global recession 1991-1993

2002:06

- Global recession 2000-2002

1997:09

- Asian crisis

1993:11

- Asian crisis

1997:10

- Asian crisis

In P “ ‘ = In Pts

1997:07

- Asian crisis

1993:07

- Asian crisis

1997:08

- Asian crisis

In P™ = ln P*

1997:07

- Asian crisis

1995:11

- Domestic event

2002:06

- Global recession 2000-2002

In P sa = In P 7

1997:03

- Asian crisis

1997:06

- Asian crisis

2002:06

- Global recession 2000-2002

In P ra = In P 8

1993:10

- Global recession 1991-1993

1990:02

- Domestic event

2000:09

- Global recession 2000-2002

In P™ = In P 9

1996:10

- Asian crisis

1993:10

- Global recession 1991-1993

2000:05

- Global recession 2000-2002

In P

9
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In order to facilitate the cross model comparison, the times o f structural breaks obtained by the ZA and LP tests
are presented in Table 5. As mention earlier, the results from both tests are quite consistent. The most significant
break occurred during various months in the period 1996-1998 for 7 and 5 countries in the ZA and LP tests,
respectively. Two other important breaks across various markets occurred in 1991-1993 and 2000-2002, which
coincided with two world-wide recessions. Based on the ZA test, in only 1 country the structural break occurs in
1991-1993 and the same number in 2000-2002. On the other hand, the LP test results in Table 5 show that in 4
countries the first break occurred in 1991-1993, and for 6 countries the second break was identified in 2000-2002.
Apart from the 1997-1998 Asian crisis and the above two global recessions, these have been several other countryspecific events which caused jitters in financial markets (See Table 5).
5.

Concluding Remarks

The main purpose o f this empirical analysis is to examine the random walk hypothesis in Asian stock prices o f
9 countries for which there were consistent monthly data available. The results o f the ADF and PP tests suggest that
there is a unit root in almost all stock prices; supporting a random walk hypothesis. However, after incorporating
one structural break in the data, the ZA test found evidence in favour o f random walk hypothesis for 6 countries. By
applying the LP test, which allows for two endogenously determined structural breaks in each series, similar to the
results reported in the literature we have also found mixed results concerning the random walk hypothesis.
That is to say, while monthly stock prices in Indonesia, Korea and Malaysia were 1(0), the stock prices in the
rest o f countries continued to follow a random walk process. According to the weak form o f the efficient market
hypothesis, stock prices completely reflect the information contained in the data and consequently no one can
devise an investment strategy to obtain abnormal profits on the basis o f an analysis o f past price patterns. In this
paper we found some empirical evidence that supports previous statement. In other words, majority o f market prices
evolve according to a random walk and as such they cannot be predicted using historical data despite considering up
to two significant structural breaks in the data.
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